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Hospital for Special Surgery David H. Koch Pavilion
In recognition of a very generous donation from David H. Koch, The Hospital for Special Surgery is
renaming their main hospital pavilion in his honor and SubenDougherty has been selected as the
architect for the design and renovation of the main entry procession leading to the David H. Koch Pavilion
entrance.
The primary objective of this renovation is to brighten up the enclosed drive and convey an aesthetic that
is worthy of the hospitalʼs distinction as the number one orthopedic hospital in the country. The walls
surrounding the drive and the columns will all be clad in warm off-white limestone panels, a rhythmic
pattern of cobblestone pavers will articulate the drive, pedestrian walkways will be clad in granite slabs
and LED lighting will graze all of the wall surfaces further lightening up the space. Recognizing the need
for an iconic element in the drive that reflects the hospital's mission and calls out the main entry vestibule
location, SubenDougherty has designed a large scale mosaic sculpture that will “grow” out of the
limestone wall panels. This undulating blue mosaic is an abstract depiction of water and its movement
and will serve as a metaphor, quietly reflecting the Hospital for Special Surgeryʼs primary mission to
enhance its patientsʼ mobility and ultimately enhance the quality of their lives.

SubenDougherty is a full service architecture and interior design firm founded in 1983. Our work focuses primarily
on new construction and interior renovations for corporate and institutional clients. Services range from Programming
to Construction Administration including full Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment scope. All projects utilize 3-D data that
creates renderings for clear visualization by clients.
Please contact Susan Dougherty, Partner at 212-524-8511 <susan.dougherty@subendougherty.com> or visit
our website at www.subendougherty.com for more information.

